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 Existing blind evaluators for screen content images (SCIs) are mainly
learning-based and require a number of training images with coregistered human opinion scores. Some weakness exists: 1) The size of
existing databases is small, and it is labor-, time-consuming and
expensive to largely generate human opinion scores. 2) Utilizing the
scores of FR methods as training labels, the performance of the
generated NR model is directly determined by the effectiveness of the
selected FR methods. 3) Most methods require too much running time.

Given an image I, the gradient similarity 𝐺𝐺𝑛𝑛
between I and its translated version In (generated
by shifting I with 2 pixel along one of four
directions, i.e., horizontal, vertical, main-diagonal
and secondary-diagonal directions) is calculated
by:

 We design a fast blind quality assessment method for SCIs by simple
analysis of structural characteristics without any training operation.

T1 is a constant. Here, it is set as 600 empirically.
G0 and Gn are the gradient magnitude of I and In.
By Eq. (1), we can totally obtain four gradient
similarity maps along different directions. Then,
we generate the structure variation map by
selecting the maximum value among the gradient
similarity responses over all directions:
𝑛𝑛
𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = max(𝐺𝐺𝑠𝑠 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)), n = {1,2,3,4} . (2)
Fig. 2(a)-2(d) present the structure variation maps
of Figs. 1(a)-1(d). Next, we propose to utilize the
weighting pooling by considering the distortion
characteristics of SCIs. Specifically, we first
process the I with a Gaussian blur operation.
Then, the gradient similarity Gf between I and the
Gaussian-blurred version I2 is computed by:

Observation
 Different distortions
induce diverse
appearance changes over
the reference image, e.g.,
blockiness, blurriness,
etc.

Fig. 1 (a) is the reference image and (b)-(d) are its corrupted versions
processed by Gaussian blur, Motion blur and JPEG compression,
respectively.

 These distortions corrupt
the image major edges
(where the gradient
magnitude is large) on
both text and picture
regions, as shown in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the structure variation map and weighting map. (a)-(d) are the structure variation maps of
Figs. 1(a)-1(d).respectively. A higher gray value denotes to higher gradient similarity.
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Fig. 3 Framework of the proposed method.

end, the quality of a test SCI can be estimated by
pooling the structure variation map with the weighting
map:
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where A is the pixel coordinate set of the test SCI.

Results on SIQAD database

(3)

Here, T2 is set as 1 empirically. Gb is the gradient
magnitude of I2. To emphasize the importance of
the edge surrounding region, the weighting map
Gw is calculated as Gw = 1-Gf . Fig. 4(a)-4(d)
present weighting maps of Figs. 1(a)-1(d). In the
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the weighting map.
(a)-(d) are the weighting maps of
Figs. 1(a)-1(d), respectively. As seen, the
edge surrounding region is arranged with
high importance. A higher gray value
denotes to higher gradient similarity.
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